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Editor's Note: This "Ques tions and Answers" on Mul tics is 

based on a series of l ectures, which were given by Prof. J.H . 

Saltzer of MIT in summer of 1966 in Tokyo . 
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lst Lecture (Aug. 16) 

1. Q (H . Nishino, ETL) : 

Why is the associative memory attached to CPU ? 

I think it is also possible that the associative memory 

may be attached to the memory controller. 

A: 

All page and segment hardware logic is built into 

the Central Processing Unit for three reasons: 

a . Complex logic is centralized in the processor module, 

increasing overall system reliability. 

b . Page and segment logic is not needed for GIOC and 

Drum controller interface to the memory controller. 

c . Access control information, generated in the CPU and 

needed on a per - CPU basis is stored in the asso

ciative memory . 

2. Q (M. Hosaka, Univ. of Tokyo) : 

(1) How about the size of page ? 

A: 

Hardware facilities allow page of 64 to 1024 words. 

The superviser can simulate intermediate page sizes. 

Q: 

(2) How did you choose that size ? 
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A: 

The page sizes are really mi nimum and maximum practi

cal sizes, to permit experimentation. 

Q: 

(3) Does user see segments when programs are not written 

in machine language ? Usually which one assign segment , 

user or machine ? 

A: 

The prograrrmer can th i nk in terms of segments even 

when he is writing in high-l evel l anguages . The super

visor program assigns segment numbers to the programmer ' s 

segments, but the programmer is free to break up his pro

gram into segments as he chooses . 

3 . Q (I . Kimura, Univ . of Tokyo) : 

Is the supervisor visible to the user ? 

A: 

The users has many closed subroutine entry points 

avail able to him to perform vari ous funct i ons for him . 

Parts of the supervisor, for example , the missing page 

procedure, are not visibl.e to the user . 

4. Q (T . Yoshimura, Keio Univ.): 
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( 1) Give us detailed description for "Missing Page Fault" 

concept. 

A: 

The page table may contain either .a block address or 

a missing page bit in each of its entries. If a block 

address appears, the processor will automatically shift 

the address reference into the appropriate block. If a 

missing page bit appear, the processor will instead fault 

to the missing page procedure, which can then read the 

missing page into an appropriate block of core memo ry, re

place the missing page bit (in the page table) with a 

block address, and restart the program. 

Q: 

(2) In what cases does supervisor set the extra bit i n 

Page Map ON/OFF ? 

A: 

The missing page bit is set on for pages for which 

the programmer has not yet referenced or has not used for 

a long time. 

5 . Q (T. Uraki, Hitachi): 

GE tried to simulate in order to determine number of 

associative registers. How much performance can be ex-
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pected by using 16 associative regis ters, in comparison 

with by using 8 associative registers ? 

Az 

The precise improvement to be expected by increasing 

the associative registers is unknown, since we have no ex

perience with procedure written for the segmented, paged 

environment. Rough measurements based on Fortran IV pro

grams for the 635 corr,puter have indicated that the average 

time/memory reference decrease slowly as the number of as

sociative registers is increased beyond 16. 

The question is one which we are very interested in 

learning the answer with programmer designed for 645 . 

6 . Q (E . Wada, Univ . of Tokyo) : 

(1) When is the symbolic name of a segment translated to 

the segment number ? 

A: 

At the time of first reference to the segment by the 

procedure. If the particular data input to the procedure 

cause it to not reference some segment, that segment will 

never be assigned a segment number. 

The technique of linking programs t ogether dynamical

l y is discussed in the FJCC 1965 papers , and will be re-
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viewed later in this lecture series . 

Q: 

(2) As for the second reason of the paging, is the " enough 

interactive program" paged automatically, or does the pro

grammer do something ? 

A: 

The supervisor (Basic File System) will automatically 

page the segments of an interactive program without any 

advice from the programmer. The supervisor can accept ad

vice (which it may ignore) from the programmer concerning 

pages which will be needed soon or will not be used again. 
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2nd Lecture (Aug. 17) 

1. Q (I . Kimura, Univ . of Tokyo) : 

Why has t he linked l ist of memory in use backward 

links ? 

Is it imposs ible to avoid it by sh i f t ing the used 

bl ocks to the tai l of the list ? 

A: 

One can probably devise an algorithm by which the 

memory blocks are linked in one di r ection only, as in your 

suggestion. The double linked list has the advantage that 

it contains self-checking (redundant) information, which 

may be used to salvage the data base of core control, 

should a mis hap (ha~dware or software) occur. 

For exampl e, fo llowing a system " crash" , one coul d 

scan the linked list, checking fo r correctness of the back 

pointers . If they are all correct, one woul d be confident 

that this data base was not damaged . If there is an in

correct back pointer, this is a warning that perhaps core 

memory should be r el oaded . 

2 . Q (H. Nishino, ETL)~ 

Please explain the funct i ons of the flags which t he 

directory contains . 
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A: 

The flags are interlocks which indicate, for example, 

that some user is reading the file, and that others should 

be careful before attempting to write • in it. 

The precise list of f lags not yet completely speci fied . 

3. Q (S. Doshita, Univ. of Kyoto): 

Is it necessary to have any synchronization between 

scan of link listing and the scan of program execution 

among users ? 

A: 

The link list scan is completely independent of 

central processor switching among users . Generally, the 

processor will switch from one user to another every 2 -

100 ms., whil e the storage block list might be relinked 

every 500 - 5 ,ooo rns • 

4 . Q (H. Aiso, ETL) : 

( 1) How many bl ocks do you need between "panic threshold" 

and "no core free" ? 

A: 

The number of blocks (exact number is ye t unknown) 

depends on the number of cascaded interrupts which the 
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system can encounter simul taneously . (Also of significance 

is the number of free bl ocks of core needed for temporary 

storage by the procedure . ) 

Q: 

(2) Who decides the values of the two threshol ds ? 

A: 

The panic threshol d is determined mechanically f rom 

consideration of the s ystem configuration and the "worst 

case" interrupt condition . 

The r efresh threshol d i s determined exper imentally . 

I t is s et so t hat the panic threshol d is rarely en

countered . 

Conceivably~ one coul d have the system dynamically 

set the refresh threshold as i t "l earns" of the characte r

istics of its use r s . 

With our present state of knowledge, this approach 

would be very r i sky. 

5 • Q ( K • Nitta , NEG ) : 

Q: 

As for t he access r i ght in access control list, how 

is it different between "read" and "execute" for users ? 
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AI 

Access to "read" wi t hout access to " execute" would 

al low a file to be used as a source of data but not as a 

procedu re segment. 

Access to "execute" without access to "read" woul d 

al l ow the file to be used only as a procedure segment . 

This combination would probably be useful for a "proprie

tary" program for which there is a charge for each use. 

6 . Q (A. Fujii, Oki) : 

( 1) How much values do you take now, about t he refresh 

and panic thresholds. 

A: 

The threshol ds have not been established . In the 

initial ve rsion of the operating system, they are para

meter which may be adjusted by the system staff while the 

system is running. At some future time the system might 

attempt to adjust the parameter i tself. 

Q: 

(2) Are there any special figure of Drum Control Words 

compared wi th other control words for instance cont rol 

word for I /O or control word for transmission line ? 
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A: 

The drum controller is a separate design from the 

GI OC, and data and data control words are of compl etely 

different format. 

However, the func t ion of the data control words is 

bas ically the same. 

7. Q (T. Yoshimura, Keio Univ.): 

Why is it necessary to have two queues (software queue 

and hardware queue for the management of a drum ? 

A: 

The software queue is a compact overflow queue for 

the case in which the more extended hardware queue would 

exceed a reasonable size . The hardware queue must be 

placed in absolute core memory (not in a paged segment as 

is the software queue) and therefore changing its size is 

awkward . 

8 . Q (E. Wada, Univ . of Tokyo}: 

(1 ) All use bits in page table must be cleared after the 

linked list is sorted. Is it right ? 

A: 

When the linked list of pages in use is resorted, all 
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use bits are al so set to zero. 

Q: 

(2) By which module i s drum file map created ? 

A: 

The drum file map is created and managed entirely by 

the Drum Interface Modul e . In this way an efficient fonnat 

may be used , but drum characteristics are confined to the 

DIM . 

~ 

(3) Each hardware queue table entry corresponds to a de-

finite sect o r , I understand . 

So, is the size of hardware queue 16 ? 

A: 

The hardware queue i s extended to whatever l ength 

seems appropriate to the DIM . Probabl y enough entries are 

maintained to keep the drum active for 2 or more r evol utions . 

Q: 

(4) Which central processor does sorting of the linked 

list ? 

AI 

The linked list may be sorted by any processor •.. 

whichever one discovers that it is time to resort it . 
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3rd Lecture (Aug . 18) 

1 . Q (T . Yoshimura, Keio Univ.): 

What is the relation between dump capabilities in 

Basic File System and conventional 11 Checkpoint11 capabili-

ties in existing programming systems ? 

A: 

Certain programs wil l find that the backup facility 

of the file system can replace the usual checkpoint fa-

cil ity . 

Then programs include these which compute small amounts 

at widely separated interval~>, and need "checkpoints11 to 

guarantee safety of data between computations . 

Prog~ams which compute for 3 hours, taking checkpoint 

requests with requests to the file system to 11 back-up11 

certain files . In these cases checkpoints are programed 

basically the same as before . 

2. Q (T. Uraki , Hitachi) : 

The ASCII is originally a seven- bit code. On the 

other hand, the word size of the GE 645 is 36 bits . Then , 

' 
it seems that six- bit characters can be easily handl ed . 

What kind of code do you adopt as an internal code ? 

What is the size of the internal code ? 
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A: 

Internally, the seven bit ASCII character are stored 

r ight-adjusted in a 9- bit field, four 9-bit fields per 

' 
word. The loading bits in each 9- bit field are zeros. 

0 
7-bit 

0 0 
7-bit 

0 0 
7-bit 

0 0 
7-bit 

0 ASll AS U ASCU ASCll 

·~ .) 

1 2 3 4 

We feel strongly that the advantage s of a l arge 

character set outweigh greatly consideration of packing 

six characters/word . 

3 • Q ( K . Nitta , NEG ) : 

I would like to know the reason why incremental dump 

tapes should be kept forever . Because, if complete dump 

tape includes all information on s torage , the incremental 

dump tape contain i ng t he previous information of the 

latest compl e te dump seems not to be necessary. 

A: 

One coul d have a cho ice of keeping either all com-

plete dump tapes or all incremental dump tapes . (Since 

dump tapes are the bottom l evel of multi-l evel storage 

system, one of these must be kept forever . ) It i s ex-
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pected t hat the volume of incremental dump tapes will be 

smaller, since they must contain dupl ication of fi l es or 

used success i ve weekly compl ete dump tapes. 

4 . Q (E . Wada, Univ . of Tokyo) : 

(1) When the whol e drum and di sk memory were rel oaded from 

t he dumped tape, are the users on the remote consol es in

formed of it ? 

A: 

Users are i nformed of a disk re l oad in one of several 

ways : 

a . Fil es which coul d not be rel oaded are " trapped" so that 

a reference to them will get the user a comment. 

b. If· files coul d not be rel oaded, a message is pl aced in 

the user ' s f ile dir~ctory, giving him a l ist of files 

so l ost. 

c . A general message , which automatically prints out when 

any user l ogs in, is inserted in the system. 
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Q: 

( 2) 

My suggestion is regarding to "Bl ock and Wake-up" and 

"Wake-up Wait" strategy: 

i Wake-up Wait switch i s set "on" onl y if wake-up is 

ignored. I have not decided yet how to design if w-w 

is already "on" at this time. 

ii Wake-up wait switch is set " off" when Block senses 

t his switch being " on" and returns immediately. The 

purpose of this suggestion is to remove "Set w- w switch 

off" box in process B, although I have not yet consider-

ed whether this system work s correctly. 

A: 

The technique works , i f process "8" is prepared to 

accept an occasional call to Block which returns immediate-

ly despite an empty work queue . (This situation will oc-

cure if "B" works ahead in the que ue without between 

quene entities .) 
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Q: 

(3) Regarding to the canonical form conversion~ how is 

"Back Space" used to erase or rub out mistyped characters 7 

A: 

The "backspace" character is exclusively interpreted 

to mean move carriage back in preposition for "overstriking" , 

not for retyping . A separate convention is used for eras

ing mistyped character. 
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4th Lecture (Aug. 19) 

l. Q (I. Yoshimura , Keio Univ.) : 

How does the supervisor know that a process is 

authorized to order Quit other processes ? 

A: 

The validation of calls to Wake-up and to Block is 

carried out in a highe r layer of the supervisor. The 

traffic controller module makes no check on authorization . 

2 . Q (T. Uraki, Hitachi) : 

( l ) I s it possibl e that the inter-process communication 

is done between different use r s ? 

A: 

If the users consent, inter - process communication is 

allowed. The pattern of inter- process communicat ion be

tween users is simpl er t han between processes of a singl e 

user, since there is no need for a call-passing mechani sm . 

Instead, the wait coordinator, and a procedure named 

"Intercom" which checks val i dity, are all that are used . 

Q: 

(2) Is the system cl ock an incrementing counter or a de

creme nting counter? If it is an increme nting counter, 

i t seems to be reasonable that an interrupt occurs when 
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the content of calendar clock is larger than that of a 

alann clock. 

A: 

The system clock increments. The interrupt is gener

ated whenever the alann clock contains a number smaller 

than or equal to the system clock. (The inequality sign 

was reversed by mistake in l ecture .) 

3 . Q (H . Yamamoto, KDD): 

What does 'a priority "Label"' mean ? Is it related 

to the level of "Queues '" ? 

A: 

The label is an integer priority value for the process. 

In the case of multi-level scheduling al gorithm, the pri

ority label is the queue number. The labe l is merely a 

method of identifying where in the queue to pl ace a new 

process . 

4 . Q (H. Kawai, ETC): 

Are the interrupt cells checked by CPU every memory 

reference ? 

A: 

The Central Processor checks for an interrupt signal 
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between every pair of successive memory references. Thus 

it is possibl e for the CPU to be interrupted between a 

segment descriptor word access and a page tabl~ word ac

cess . For this reason, a substantial •amount of infor

mation about the processor state must be stored at the 

instant of interruption . 

5 . Q (A . Fujii , Ok i ): 

(1) How many descriptor base registers does CPU have ? 

A: 

Each CPU has 8 descriptor base registers. 

Q: 

(2) What is ~he special relation between a paticul ar CPU 

and memory control at the interrupt operation ? 

A: 

The 645 system hardware forces us to desig nate one 

processor or "control" for each memory controller; that 

processor takes all interrupts directed to that memo ry 

controller . 

Another processor may be control for another memory 

controller . The work implied by the interrupts is dis

tributed among the processors by the process exchange. 
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Q: 

(3) Are there any paticular hardware corresponding to 

"Process Exchange" ? 

A: 

The Process Exchange ~ the 11 load descriptor base 

register" instruction, and the system interrupts _ in its 

operation. However there is no special hardware designed 

to lighten the work of the process exchange . It is inter-

esting to speculate on which parts of t he process exchange 

might be implemented by a hardware device. 

Q: 

( 4) How many program steps is "Process Exchange" composed 

of ? 

A: 

As yet, this is unknown. The bulk of the code is in 

the scheduler. From 7094 experience, the scheduler might 

consist of 100 PL/I program statements. 

6 . Q (E. Wada, Univ. of Tokyo) : 

{1) When a process calls the Swap-DBR subroutine and the 

' processes are switched, how is the return address of the 

former process remembered ? Does "call stack" have a 

special segment number ? 
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A: 

The stack pointer of the call stack is stored in the 

process table entry for the process. Since al1 processes 

probably share a common linkage segmeQt for the basic 

supervisor, they will in fact all use the same segment 

number for the call stack when operating in the super

visor . Such organi zation is not required, however. 

Q: 

(2) Does the box "switches to address space of process 

being schedul ed" use the Swap-DBR subroutine ? If so, 

does th is subroutine work di fferently when called by this 

box ? 

A: 

Swap- DBR has two entry points, named 11 Swap- DBR" , and 

"Ready-Him". "Ready-Him" is used to wake- up another pro

cess . Both are placed in the same segment so that only 

1 segment must have a co~mon segment number in all pro

cesses. 

Q: 

(3) Explain precisely the Quit box in the process ex

change . 

A: 

The Quit module operates as follow ; (Process "AI' 
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calls Quit (B) to turn off process "B" .) 

Q: 

a. If "B" is already blocked, do nothing. 

b. If "B" is ready, remove "B" from ready list. 

c. If "B" is running, set a "Quit interrupt" for "B". 

If a process receive a Quit interrupt, it calls Block. 

(4) Does the process table have the entry of processor 

number for running processes in order to set Quit interrupt 

to the processor which is processing the process to be quitt

ed ? 

A: 

Yes. 
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5th Lecture (Aug. 20) 

1 . Q (I. Kimura, Univ. of Tokyo): 

Is it possible to start a computation in response to 

the completion of two other computations• ? 

A: 

The Traffic controll e r only provides the primitive 

facility to Block until any signal arrives . The user may 

prog ram a more elaborate procedure thus: 

Call t o 
"Wai t until 
Condition 
X~ Y & Z is 
satisfi ed" yes no 

Call t o Traffic 
vr _____ B_l_o_c_k ______ ~Control-

ler 

This or gan izat ion is chosen so that the use r may 

specify an arbit rary condition for wake- up . No assumption 

about the user's needs is buil t in to the Traffic Control-

l er. 

2 . Q (H. Kawai, ETL) : 

(l) When an external interrupt occur s, it takes too much 

t ime to pass t hrough Process Exchange . How do you avoid 

t hat ? 

A; 

Part of t he cost of generalized organization is an 
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increase in the overhead cost of running the system. The 

general ization usually pays for itsel f, however, in a 

simpl e system to maintain, debug, and operate. 

In t he case of interrupt handl ing , it is not expected 

that the time req1.Jired to call "Wake-up" will be signifi

cantly l onger than in any other organization of a system 

in which interrupt handling is not given special priority. 

In fact, the system is generall y organized to minimize the 

number of interrupts which arrive at the system. 

Q: 

(2) Are interrupt handl ers wired- down ? 

A: 

Al l interrupt handl ers are wired-down . This is be

cause an interrupt may occur whil e handling a missing- page 

fault . Al so, the relative priority of the interrupted pro

cess and the interrupt are unknown; it will be bad practice 

to Block a high priority process while wa i ting for a page 

to service a l ow- priority interrupt . 

3 . Q (E Wada, Univ. of Tokyo) : 

(1) What does ' the ratio in the interrupt frequency table 

mean? 
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As 

The statement that "interrupts on coming from the 

7094 disk 50% of t he time" means that approximately hal f 

the time that the system is in operation, t he channel to 

the disk is in operation . The other half of the time, 

the channel is idle . 

Q: 

( 2) Is there any ready 1 ist for GIOC in the process table? 

A: 

The GIOC hardware incl udes fac ilities to multiplex its 

8 hardware channel s among the several thousand apparent 

channels, so that the apparent channels always appear 

"ready to go" to tne ceptral processor . Thus no ready 1 i st 
' I 

is needed. (If you like, the GIOC "ready lis t" is stored 

in the GIOC hardware . ) 

Q: 

(3) Can the process table grow infinitely ? 

A: 

The process table is divided into two parts, the 

Active Process Table, kept in core memory, and the Known 

Process Table, paged onto drum/disk. The Known Process 

Table may grow to any size . 
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Q: 

(4) 

[s F_s___, ..,.__B_l_o_ck-~G, 
When missing segment fault takes place, is the T.C . 

called ? 

A: 

The Traffic Controller is not called explicitly on 

missing-segment faults (unless to temporarily wait for a 

table to be released by another process) but since missing

page faults occur, the Traffic Controller will be called. 
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6th Lecture (Aug. 22) 

l. Q (I. Kimura, Univ. of Tokyo): 

Why is the basic file system not recursive ? 

A: 

A recursive procedure requires a push- down stack. 

In the case of the missing-page procedure, the push- down 

stack must be wired-~ . If recursive missing page faults 

were permitted, one would have to predict the maximum depth 

of recursion in the worst possible case, and then allocate 

permanently enough space for the push-down stack . For many 

cas es their allocated area would go unused. Therefore, the 

missing- page routines are not recu rsive . 

2 . Q (T . Uraki, Hitachi): 

{l) Does the reasonable price of the typewriter, you 

ment ioned, include the cost of the interface to the tel e

phone-line ? 

A: 

It includes parallel- to-serial (and back) conversion 

to a D.C. telephone line . It does not include so called 

"data-set" or other special communication facilities re

quired to provide D.C . service on an A.C. telephone line. 
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Q: 

(2) Could you explain in more detail about the item 5 of 

the desirabl e characteristics of the typewriter ? 

(5 . Quit channel always open . ) 

A: 

The user must have available at al l times a button 

with which he can signal the computer (with intention of 

interrupting his program) . This button should operate 

whether or not his program is "1 i s tening" for input from 

the typewriter, or, for example, when the program is typ

ing out. 
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3. Q (E . Wada, Univ . of Tokyo) : 

( l) 

Process 

Descriptor 
Segment for 
process A 

B.F.S . 
P. T. Active Segment 

T/ale ~T.C--=-i. ~ 
A.S . T. Table 

Process 
I.D . for Process A 

1 

D escriptor 
Segment fo r 
B 

Process 
I .D. for ~ Process B T.C . 

B .F.S . IJ p . T. 
A.S . T. 

How c~n we di s tinguish two S .N 

Segment Tabl e for processes A and B 

A: 

S . N. T. 

; 

S.N . T. 

. T. in 

? 

Segment Name 
Table fo r 
Process A 

{n 
~ 
.:~ 

Segment 
Tabl e fo 

Name 
r B 

~n 
t he Active 

The Segment Name Tabl e fo r process #4 ~ say~ is a 

segment with a unique tree name~ or: roop process di-

rec tory base> #4> segment name tabl e then t he symbolic 

name of a S .N . T. may be fabricated knowing onl y the pro-

cess number . 
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Q: 

( 2) 

Wa i t 
Coordi 
nator 

-

Process A 

B. F.S. 

T.C. -

1 
Call Passer Part I 

Wait 
c . 

Process B 

B.F .S. 

T.C. 

1 
Call Pas ser Part II 

Are the both wait coordinators in processes A and 8 

identical ? 

And may I unde r stand that A has only Part I of Call 

Passer and 8 has only Part II of it ? 

A: 

The Interprocess Communication Facil i ty is a procedure 

from the resource management library which is usual ly shar-

ed by all users . However, a user may use a different wait 

coordinator for one or more of his processer if he is ad-

ministrativel y entit l ed t o do so. Process A and B are 

whichever portions of the call-passer t hey happen t o need; 

in the exampl e given in the lectur e, Process A only used 

Part I ; Process B only used part II. 
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7th Lecture (Aug. 23) 

1. Q (E . Wada, Univ . of Tokyo): 

(1) What do you mean by user family ? 

A: 

A family of processes created to service a singl e 

user. 

Q: 

( 2) Can we type command line "brief pe/1 " , a f ter PL/1 

has started translation by typing after " p£/1 abed" com

mand? 

A: 

One may foll ow t he following sequence: 

a. type "Pe/1 abed" 

b . press "quit" button 

c. type " save" command 

d . type "brief p£/1" command 

e. type "resume" command 

Q: 

(3) Is there any systematic way to translate source pro

gram segment name to object program segment name of PL/1 ? 

A: 

For exampl e, a source file might be named "abcd•pt'". 
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One would type " p.e/1 abed" ; PL/1 trans l ator would add "Pt" 

to name "abed". 

PL produces files "abed· text" and "abed ·1 ink" . 

One then types "abed" command; Search module then looks 

for 11 abed · text". 

2. Q (A. Sasaki, ETL): 

Segments and Fil es are in one to one correspondence . 

How is it accomplished ? 

What ' s the rel ation between the concepts of paging 

and segmentation ? 

A: 

One- to- one correspondence is not on appropriate way 

to view segment-fil e relation . Rather, 

a . a File is a linear collection of information, given a 

symbol ic name, and pl aced in secondary s torage . 

b. a Segment is a linear section of the avail abl e address 

space of a user. 

The Information Storage System allows only~ method 

of access to a file. One must map t he file into a segment 

number (by asking' the f il e system for a s egment # of a 

f ile .) ' He can then address the information directly, by 

segment addressing. Th e file system perform the mapping 
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by use of missing- page retrieval machinery . 

3 . Q (T . Maruyama, Fujitsu): 

In "give call" from overseer to shell, the argument 

indicating the location of a command line i s represented 

in overseer ' s address space. 

Does not this mean that the same address space must 

be shared between overseer and shell ? 

A: 

Onl y the segment containing the command line (or other 

arguments) need be common between the two processor . 

Since shared segments do not need to have the same 

segment number in all sharing processor, the address space 

do not need to be identical, even for the shared segments. 

The location of the command line is passed from the 

overseer to the shell S)mbolically. That is, the tree name 

of the segment and the rel ative location within th~ segment 

are passed . The shell then can Map the segment into its 

own address space. 
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8th Lecture (Aug .. 24) 

1. Q (I. Kimura, Univ. of Tokyo): 

(1) Are line-printers available ? 

A: 

Line printers are normally attached t o t he system for 

those applications requiring bulk output, although the 

volume of bulk output from a time-shared system is often 

much lower than from a batch-processed system. 

Normally, only output which i s honestly needed i s requested 

from a time-shared s ystem, since output requests are queued, 

and actual output may be delayed for a whil e, (a batch- pro

cessing system, it is customary to request all output which 

might conceivably be useful.) 

Q: 

(2) Tree names may be i nfinitely l ong . How is th i s 

problem fixed ? 

A: 

Some rather long 1 imit on tree name size i s imposed 

by storage limitati ons in the directory branch. The limit 

is long enough that it is unlikely that any user will find 

any difficul ty . The cost in search time of exploring deep 

tree extensions will probabl y effectivel y limit use fu l tree 

depth much more shortly than will name- s ize restrictions . 
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2 . Q (T. Yoshimura, Keio Univ.) : 

(1) Questi on on Sys t em Skeleton: Wh at is the di fference 

betwee n Pe rsonnel Reg i story and User Pro f iles ? 

A: 

The Personnel Reg i story contains i nformation which 

must be kept s ecure ; e .g., passwo rds and personal data . 

The User Profil es, on the other hand, are not secret ; 

therefore they are pl aced in di fferent directories with 

different access control lists . 

Also, a singl e person may wish to have a different 

user profile when he works on a diffe rent project . 

Hence there may be several user profiles for one 

person. 

On the other ha nd, there is only one entry i n Person

nel Registory fo r one person . 

Q: 

(2) Question on Link and Search: Are faul t tags restored 

when a segment i s paged-out ? 

A: 

No . The segment descriptor words are set to "missing

segment " when a segment will be trapped. However, it is 

never necessary to "Map" the s egment into the address space 

again, so f ault tags are not restored . 
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Briefly, one may describe the actions occurring on the 

various faults as follows: 

Missing-Page: Retrieve the missing page from secondary. 

Missing-Segment: Locate the segment on secondary, and 

create a page table. 

Fault Tag 2: Map a named segment into the address space 

of this process. 
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Miscellaneous 

1. Q (K. Tamura, ETL): 

Is it possible to use the Multic System for a real 

time experiment ? 

A: 

The Multics traffic controller can offer a service 

such as the following: User will receive 1 ms of compu

tation within 10 ms of presenting a signal to -the system. 

He may present such a signal as often as once every 500 ms . 

Such a user places a severe load on the system, and 

must be scheduled in advance. It may not ever be poss i ble 

to have 2 (or 3) such users on the system simultaneously. 
,· 

With this facil ity ~ a cl ass of r eal-time experiments may 

be controlled by programs running in a Multics system. 

2. Q (T. Yoshimura, Keio Univ .)& 

How do you simul ate r eal-time situations in debugging 

system ? 

A: 

We have no special techniques for simulating read-

time events at debugging time . The• 645 interpreter, which 

runs on the 635, simulates only 1-processor, 1-memory, no

I/O system. Thus no 11 real-time events, can be simulated 

in their environment. 
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Our only defense against bugs of this kind is to care

fully organize the system to minimize timing-dependent 

errors . 

3 . Q (E . Wada, Univ . of Tokyo) : 

Please show us some interesting applications of Time-

Sharing . 

A: 

A r ecent issue of Scientific American carried an arti

cle "Molecular Model Building by Computer descri bing use 

of a time-shared displ ay at Project MAC. 

A proj ect named "TIP" --- Technical Information Pro

j ect" is exploring the possible uses of a shared computer 

to library information retrieval. 

Work on a large computer system by several peopl e can 

be greatly speeded if they can simul taneously share a singl e 

system and exchange idea, subroutines, and information 

easily . 

One can use the computer to store and edit ( and l ater 

type out) documents . This application can speed up compo

sition of a paper, reduce proofreading need, and is gene ral

ly of interest to ,the printing industry . 

There are many other applications, but these four are 

representative. 
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4. Q (I. Kimura, Univ. of Tokyo): 

Can a user say: "Please do my job when the computer 

is free" , and be charged l ess ? 

A: 

The user may place his job in one of several "absentee" 

queues, with reduced rates appropriate to the priority 

which they enjoy. Only 1 or 2 jobs from such a queue we 

allowed t o proceed at once, and their priority is controll

ed to make sure they do not compete with interactive users . 

5 . Q (M. Tsujigado, Fujitsu): 

(These questions were not asked in lecture) 

(1) Is there any approach t o the Multi-Access Computer 

other than that of Project-MAC and I BM/360-67? Especially 

(i) another project underway except in small computers 

such as GE 235, PDP-1, PDP-5, SDS- 930 , 940 and~ 7. 

(ii) another approach undertaken now 

A: 

I do not know of any other large scal e projects than 

the ones you mention. A number of real- time control system 

with family resemblence to time-sharing systems are being 

designed for the Apollo (Man-in-Space) project . 

Q: 

(2) The rate of central site to remote site . How many 

percentages does the central site from of all the cost of 

Multics system? 
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A: 

Extrapolating from present CTSS experience, one might 

expect a need for a total 1000 consol es if the system can 

accomodate 200 simultaneous users. Assuming consoles at 

$1500 each, and the central computer at $5. x 106, the 

consoles represent about 25 percent of the system cost. 

One should also include the value of the communications 

lines and, if used, the switching network. Thu~ depending 

on circumstances and improvements in cost/performance, one 

might expect the remote equipment to represent anywhere 

from 20~50 percent of the cost of the system. 

Q: 

( 3) Is the research of Project MAC public ? If public, 

when may we read the internal program of Multics written 

in PL/I language ? 

A: 

In general, yes. Multics is a research project, and 

complete publication of any useful results of research is 

intended. It is likely that when completed and documented, 

that substantial parts of the documentation will in fact 

consist of PL/I programs, where such documentation is ap

propriate. Si~ilarly, an edited vers ion of the Multics 

System Programmers' Manual, when complete, will be a part 

of the final documentation. (It should be realized, of 

course, that Multics is an evolving system, and that any 
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1 isting of the system programs is merely a "snapshot" of 

the state of evolution at a particular time. our efforts 

to publish descriptions of CTSS have usually .resulted in 

publications describing an obsolete system by the time the 

documents are available . ) 

Q: 

(4) Multics is highl y centralized system, whil e we can 

compare it with another concept named roughly connected 

computer complex. If you fave any opinion for such a con

cept, please let us know the advantages and disadvantages. 

A: 

Although "loosely connected" computer systems have 

been proposed, I do not recall exampl es of such systems 

having been placed in successful operation, and accomplish

ing objectives similar to that of a central ized system. 

The basic difficulty is that the information storage of 

the system is by nature centralized, or else there are 

bottlenecks in communication (data r ate) between the "loose-

1 y connected" parts of the computer compl ex . 

5. Q (H. Kawai, ETL): 

(These ques tions were not asked i n lecture) 

(l) How high priority does the call- passer have in the 

Traffic Control ? 

A: 

Inter-process communication originating in the call-
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passer is not handled in any way differently t han other 

inter- process signal s. The s chedul ing algorithm does not 

base priority on the particular programs being executed, 

but rather on the resources consumed by the process execut

ing the programs . 

Q: 

(2) What relation is there between I /O status class and 

interruption priority level ? 

A: 

There could be a one-to-one corres pondence between 

the I/O status interrupts and interrupt priorities, or the 

I/O interrupts may be grouped into cl asses . Either techni-

que is accept able to the Traffic Controller; an adjustable 

table of processor mask patterns for each hardware inter

rupt determines the precise grouping into cl asses . 

Q: 

(3) Can AST be stored in secondary memory ? 

A: 

The Active Segment Table cannot be stored as a file in 

the directory structure on secondary memory, since it is 

the primary source of information as to where files on 

secondary memory are located . It could be placed on second

ary memory outside the file structure, in known physical lo

cation, but this arrangement would defeat the purpose of 

having in core memory the information necessary to handle 
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any miss ing- page fault. It woul d also require special

purpose machinery to be set up to keep t r ack of where t he 

table is stored, since it cannot be in the di rectory 

structure. 

Q: 

(4) How do you think to provide two systems for. error 

tolerance ? (Two systems for a probl em) 

A: 

We are not exploring the areas of running simultaneous 

computation with periodic cross- checking of results. This 

technique i s used by persons requiring high reliability o f 

individual results . Our reliabil1ty efforts are directed 

instead to high reliability of overall system "up time", 

thus the emphasis for example on dupl exed components which 

share the l oad unde r normal conditions , rather than repeat

ed calculations . 

Q: 

(5) Do you recommend t o standardize the se t of terminal 

commands? 

A: 

At this point in time standardizing terminal commands 

woul d be a fu t ile t ask, since there is as yet no agreement 

as to what constitutes a standard set of faci l ities of a 

time-sharing system . The whol e pattern of usage of a 

system can shift if some facility is not provided . (E.g., 

some systems do not permit information storage . Others do 
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not permit on- line development of programs -- only usage 

of provided programs.) Until it is generally agreed that 

variations among some set of systems are insignificant dif

ferences of taste, standardization cannot be accomplished 

in any real sense . 

Q: 

(6) How long is the reasonable response time ? 

A: 

From the point of view of a human being performing 

i nteractive work at a console, adequate respons e time de

pends on his expectation . However, for trivial tasks, our 

experience with CTSS indicates that the human being is an

noyed with response time l onger than 15- 20 seconds, he is 

satisfied with response within l-15 seconds, and is unable 

to usefully be nefit from response faster than l second . 

These are response times to typical messages , e . g ., system 

commands or interactive program requests, and it i s assumed 

that the user can type ahead of his program. 

Q: 

(7) How do you detect system saturation in Multics ? 

A: 

The primary tool in CTSS is average response time, as 

indicated by average queue lengths . Presumably a similar 

techn~que will work for Multics. 

Q: 

(8 ) I s it possible for the users of Multics to consult with 
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a program instructor in on-l ine mode ? 

A: 

This technique is expected to be easy to i mpl ement 

within the structure of the Multics I/O system. 

Q: 

(9) How do you detect and compensate temporary l oss of 

the modules ? 

A: 

Al l duplexed hardware modules are identical, and pro

grams do not depend on absolute device addresses, for ex-

ampl e. Therefor e, reconfiguring to compensate for a failed 

device me r e l y l owers system capacity. Detecti on of failures 

is an area under study, but we do not presently have worked

out techniques . 

Q: 

(10) What is the relationship between the entry of di

rectory and fi le-map ? 

A: 

A directory entry contains physical l ocation infor

mation for the fi l e . This physical l ocation information 

can only be interpreted by the appropriate Device I nter

face Module. I n particular, the Drum Interface Module 

interprets the physical l ocation information to be a track 

address of file map, which contains a 1 ist of the track 

addr esses of successive r ecords of the actual file . Another 

DIM could equally well interpret the physical l ocation in-
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formation to be the track address of the first record of 

the file. The firs t word of that record would contain the 

track address of the next record, etc •. 
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